




110 years in the making 

CX – The roman numerals of 110, represents the ground breaking milestone for 
Charles Owen.

 110 years and four generations of innovation, development and design culminate in 
a truly bespoke offering of the highest performance safety equipment. 



Always Handcrafted
Every CX helmet will require the individual 

 craftsmanship of six of the most  highly skilled 
 artisans, masters of their craft, with  multiple years of 
experience and a wealth of  knowledge, all proudly 

based in the UK. 

As a mark of the highest quality CX represents, 
the signature of the final artisan who  personally 

 inspected your helmet, can be found on the 
 authenticity certificate within the box.





Always Innovating
Neither style nor safety is comprised, with every CX 

 helmet conforming to 3 individual international  safety 
standards and incorporating optional MIPS protection.

Since 1911 Charles Owen has raised the bar for the whole 
of equestrian safety, saving hundreds of  thousands of 
lives over its 110-year journey. It’s the driving force for 

everyone working at Charles Owen.

Today, Charles Owen invests more into research and 
development than ever before, and sits on the board of 

multiple major international safety standard  committees, 
constantly striving to improve equestrian safety.





Configure your own...
Immerse yourself in a fully interactive  configuration 

experience, and build your very own MyHalo down to 
the last detail.

With an endless number of configurable options and 
designs, our online 3D configurator allows you to bring 

your bespoke creation to life in the comfort of your 
own home. 





MyHalo First Edition

Extensive selection of shell colours...
7 hand picked shell colours, available in both a 
smooth matte and a high gloss finish or a unique 
combination of both 

Gloss Rings...
11 vibrant ring colours, all in a high gloss finish

Personalised Engraving...
Available in tonal rose gold and platinum metal 
plates with engraving of up to 10 characters for a 
personable touch.

Leather Harness...
A genuine soft padded leather harness, with a 
unique self-adjusting lattice design,  available 
in black or a light tan. All finished with a 
 complimentary CX rivet.



MyHalo First Edition
Crystal collection:

Constellation Ring...
82 individually hand placed crystals surrounding the ring 
- available in citrine, diamond, emerald, ruby & sapphire 
on rose gold or  platinum rings.

Stellar Ring...
6 individually hand placed graduating crystals 
 surrounding the front badge - available in citrine, 
diamond, emerald, ruby & sapphire on rose gold or 
platinum rings.

Astral Top Shell...
Swarovski fabric top shell covering - available in Black & 
 Midnight

Crystal Harness Rivets...
Single, double or triple pairs of crystal rivets applied to the 
 harness  - available in citrine, diamond, emerald, ruby & 
sapphire 




